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Content
Trash as Culture - Culture as Trash uses garbage processing to
re-imagine Beirut’s city center, while using the city center to
reinterpret the pathway of trash.

Visualization of a trash filled Martyr’s Square
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Age of the Anthropocene
The term “anthropo” means human where as the suffix “cene” refers
to a geological period. The anthropocene refers to the current period
that followed the holocene, beginning approximately 10,000 years
ago. When the first stages of stages of farming began to the invention
of the wheel made out of solid wood, Earth began being used for its
properties. Though beneficial to societies, the environment has suffered
at the hands of humans. According to Bruno Latour: “ we are counter
revolutionaries, trying to minimize the consequences of a revolution that
has taken place without us, against us, and at the same time, through
us”. The world population rate is estimated to keep growing reaching
8.6 billion in the coming 15 years. The Anthropocene then becomes a
conversation between the sciences and the humanities.
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Lebanese Trash Crisis
The shutdown of Beirut’s primary landfill in 2015 led to the
accumulation of trash causing a crisis that would continue for
months. Opened in 1997, the Naameh landfill was intented to
serve seven years. After 13 million extra tons of trash, it was
finally shutdown. Unfortunately, there was no alternative solution
and the trash overflowed the dumpsters as it stopped getting
collected. Citizens were forced to live in distress, dealing with
blocked roads, burnt trash, polluted water, and serious health
risks. In retaliation, the #YouStink movement formed, uniting
Lebanese citizens across political and religious boundaries to
pressure the government to take action. Protests went on to
block roads, set objects on fire, and waste water; impacts very
similar to those of the trash crisis.
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Martyr’s Square as a Place of Agency
Surrounding neighborhoods
Downtown

#YouStink protests took place in Martyrs’ Square, one of the
city’s most historically significant public spaces that has witnessed
centuries of urban, economic, and political transformation.
Some remnants remain in the square as a constant reminder of
the various rules Lebanon underwent. Martyr’s Square acts as
an anchor for the ever changing city, while fueling growth and
development. As a site of agency, Martyrs’ Square has hosted
countless protests over the years that began in 2005 after the
assassination of the former Prime Minister who is buried in the
square. The square is located in Beirut’s pristine central district,
the only neighborhood that did not suffer from the impact of the
trash crisis due to its highly efficient management and relatively
wealthy tenants. Trash piled up all over the city, drawing a
boundary around the square that hosted the angry protesters.

Proposal
Mediterranean Sea
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Embrace
Often known as the cultural capital of the Middle East, the
crisis altered Lebanon’s standing to become known as the trash
capital of the region, with news and gruesome images of the crisis
appearing in media across the world within days. Trash as Culture
explores the role of trash as it is blatantly and bluntly brought right
into the city center, forcing an engagement with the city. The
project deploys machinery and communal spaces to transform
trash and the awareness and knowledge that surround it. The
building fills the contour of the square extending towards the
Mediterranean Sea, the hope of Lebanon by its beautiful beaches
that have been ruined with trash. The city of Beirut is re-imagined
through the lens of the Anthropocene, putting the abrasive
impact of waste center-stage.
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Machine spaces (orange) and communal
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intersect throughout
the project
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Transform
The exploration of a network of actors from the trucks to the
machines, to the people, brands a new image of the city with
trash now visibly at its core. There has been discourse on the
social aspect of the Anthropocene as trash, one element of
many, acquires power through a network of actors that surround
it. Beirut becomes a city that embraces the waste it produces
instead of burying it, thus drawing a new relationship between the
urban environment and the landscape.
Trash is collected from across the city and brought to be transformed.

Trucks bring the trash and dumps them in the pits as they await to
undergo a series of processes from cleaning to sorting to transforming.
Simultaneously, high tech education spaces are located in
conjunction with the machinery ranging from workshop rooms, research
labs, makerspaces, an exhibition space, and auditorium for events.
These education spaces revolutionize the relationship between

the city and its excrement, and the people and their active role
in creating and processing it. The center is roofed with an activated

public park on the top containing playgrounds, cafes, a skateboard park,
an outdoor performance space, a tanning space facing the Sea.
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Hybrid section/roof plan
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Hybrid plan for ground and first floors
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Experience & Project
The project transforms the mundane concept of trash and the usually
hidden away from the public machinery space into civic architecture. As
the space overflows with accumulated trash, the project extends across
the city envisioning a new urban context with Martyr’s square as its
anchor. Beirut becomes a city experienced through its own trash, that it
documents, leverages, and recreates.
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